We propose a scheduling method for real-time systems implemented on multicore platforms that encourages individual threads of multithreaded real-time tasks to be scheduled together. When such threads are cooperative and share a common working set, this method enables more effective use of on-chip shared caches.
Introduction
Multicore architectures, which include several processors on a single chip, are being widely touted as a solution to the "thermal roadblock" imposed by single-core designs. Several chip makers have released dual-core chips, and a few designs with more than two cores have been announced as well. For instance, Sun recently released its eight-core Niagara chip, while Intel is expected to release chips with 80 cores within five years [6] . In most proposed multicore platforms, different cores share on-chip caches.
To effectively exploit the available parallelism in these systems, such caches must not become performance bottlenecks. In fact, the issue of efficient cache usage on multicore platforms is one of the most important problems with which chip makers are currently grappling. In this paper, we consider this issue in the context of real-time applications. To reasonably constrain the discussion, we henceforth limit attention to the widely-studied multicore architecture shown in Fig. 1 , where all cores are symmetric, single-threaded, and share an L2 cache.
In prior work pertaining to throughput-oriented systems, Fedorova et al. [7] noted that L2 misses affect performance to a much greater extent than L1 misses or pipeline conflicts. They showed that L2 contention can be reduced, and throughput improved, by discouraging threads that generate significant memory-to-L2 traffic from being co-scheduled. In recent work [1] , we presented results comparable to those of Fedorova et al. but pertaining to real-time systems. Specifically, we showed that it is possible to discourage high-tem that also includes a task with an execution cost of 3.0 and period of 4.0 will result in deadline misses. Additionally, we have shown that the general problem of optimizing for parallelism while respecting real-time constraints (not surprisingly) is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Due to these limitations, we have chosen to focus on minimizing a factor we call spread. For ease of explanation, we assume for now that each MTT is comprised of threads that have the same execution cost, and thus the same utilization or weight as well, as they share a common period. Later, this restriction will be removed. Given this assumption, if an MTT has a spread of k, then the i th quantum of computation for each thread of the MTT must be scheduled within the interval [t, t + k) for some t (treating each "time unit" as a quantum). Our goal, then, is to schedule MTTs so that real-time constraints are met and spread is minimized to the extent possible. Note that, though a spread of one is perfect parallelism, even with somewhat larger spreads, a potential for cache reuse exists. Our approach for minimizing spread while meeting real-time constraints is based upon three observations.
First, global scheduling algorithms, which use a single run queue, are more naturally suited to minimizing spread than partitioning approaches. This is particularly the case when using deadline-based scheduling methods. This is because "work" with a common deadline submitted at the same time will occupy consecutive slots in the scheduler's run queue, and thus, such work will be scheduled in close proximity over time, unless disrupted by later-arriving, higherpriority work. Based on this observation, we henceforth limit our attention to global, deadline-based scheduling approaches. Two such approaches will be considered in detail: the PD 2 Pfair scheduling algorithm [2] and the global earliest-deadline-first (EDF) algorithm. In Pfair scheduling, each "unit of work" is a quantum-length subtask, while under EDF, each unit is a job of arbitrary (but bounded) length.
Second, in all global, deadline-based scheduling methods known to us, the ability to meet timing constraints is not compromised if subtasks or jobs (as the case may be) are "early released," i.e., allowed to become eligible for execution "early." This is depicted with respect to Pfair scheduling in Fig. 2 . In Pfair scheduling, each subtask must be scheduled within a time window, the end of which is its deadline. Note that, in inset (b), allowing early releasing does not cause deadline misses.
Third, when a subtask or job is early released, it is optional as to whether the scheduler considers it for execution. We can exploit this fact to minimize disruptions to an MTT's threads caused by higher-priority work. As an example, consider the Pfair schedules in Fig. 3 , where both tasks of weight 1/4 are threads of the same MTT. Inset (a) shows a schedule without early releasing. In inset (b), all subtask windows are shifted right by one quantum, and all subtasks are early released by one quantum, producing the same schedule as in (a). (All deadline comparisons are the same.) We refer to a schedule in which all subtask windows are right-shifted by k quanta and all subtasks are early released by k quanta as a kshifted schedule. In inset (b), k = 1. The schedules in (a) and (b) both result in a spread of three for the MTT. In inset (c), we show that selectively allowing early releasing can reduce spread to two. Alternately, instead of shifting the schedule and early releasing subtasks, as in (b) and (c), we can instead consider a subtask to be optional for scheduling for the first k quanta after its release, and allow it to miss its deadline by up to k quanta, as shown in inset (d). Here, the dotted lines after each window indicate by how much each deadline could be missed (though no misses occur here). Note that there are "intermediate" cases between an unshifted and a kshifted schedule. For example, if k = 4 is required by our method for a given task set, then we could choose instead to create a 3-shifted schedule, but consider a subtask optional for scheduling in the first quantum after its actual release. In this case, deadlines could be missed by at most one quantum. More generally, if subtasks can be early released to the extent we require, then no deadlines will be missed; otherwise, deadlines may be missed, but by bounded amounts only.
Contributions. Based upon the above observations, we have devised a set of rules for guaranteeing low spreads in deadline-based, global scheduling approaches. We present these rules by first focusing on PD 2 and by then explaining how to adapt them to EDF. In both cases, we consider first only MTTs with same-weight threads (as above) and then ease this restriction. In all cases, we establish the spread guarantees that are possible (though some properties are only stated or sketched, due to page limitations). As a final contribution, we evaluate the efficacy of the proposed rules in two ways. First, we assess the spread reductions they enable by presenting experiments involving randomly-generated task sets. Second, we assess the corresponding L2 miss-rate reductions that result by presenting experiments that involve running actual tasks on a multicore simulator. These exper- iments show that our rules often reduce spreads to close to one (perfect parallelism) and can reduce L2 miss rates significantly. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present a brief overview of Pfair and EDF scheduling. Then, in Sec. 3, we describe our spread-reduction approach and establish the PD 2 and EDF spread guarantees mentioned earlier. In Sec. 4, we present experimental results, and in Sec. 5, we conclude.
Background
In this section, we briefly introduce both Pfair [3, 15] and EDF scheduling. For simplicity, we consider only periodic task systems, though our results apply to sporadic and intrasporadic [15] task systems as well. In a periodic task system τ , each task T releases successive jobs and is characterized by a per-job execution cost T.e and a period T.p. Every T.p time units, starting at time 0, T releases a new job with an execution cost of T.e time units. Execution costs and periods are assumed to be integral. In Pfair scheduling, a time unit is actually a unit of processor allocation, and thus is referred to as a quantum. In EDF, a time unit is not necessarily a unit of allocation, but can be any convenient size such that execution costs and periods are integral. The quantity T.e/T.p is the weight, or utilization, of T , denoted wt(T ).
Our goal is to schedule on M processors (or cores) a set of periodic tasks of total weight at most M , where some tasks correspond to threads within an MTT. For now, we assume each of an MTT's threads has the same execution cost (as well as period), but later this restriction is removed. We also assume the following.
(PM) Each MTT has at most M threads, the maximum parallelism achievable on M cores. 
Pfair Scheduling
Pfair scheduling algorithms [3, 15] allocate processor time one quantum at a time. The quantum-length time interval [t, t + 1), where t ≥ 0, is called slot t. In each slot, each processor (task) can be assigned to at most one task (processor). Task migration is allowed. Per-quantum allocations are achieved by sub-dividing each task T into a sequence of quantum-length subtasks, denoted
The time-slot interval [r(
Consecutive subtask windows of a task are either disjoint or overlap by one slot, as seen in Fig. 4 . A task's windowing is defined to approximate an ideal (fluid) system that allocates wt(T ) · L units of processor time to each task T in any interval of length L. Pfair scheduling algorithms schedule tasks by scheduling their subtasks on an EDF basis. Tie-breaking rules are used when two subtasks have equal deadlines. The most efficient optimal algorithm known is PD 2 [2, 15] , which uses two tie-breaking rules. Because it is optimal, PD 2 meets all subtask deadlines, as long as total utilization, T ∈τ wt(T ), does not exceed M . PD 2 's ability to meet subtask deadlines is not affected if early-release behavior is allowed [2] , i.e., if subtasks can become eligible to execute before their windows. Note that, with early releasing, we can speak of a subtask being scheduled before its designated release time. The decision of whether to release a subtask early is arbitrary.
EDF Scheduling
Under (global) EDF scheduling, jobs are scheduled in order of increasing deadlines, with ties broken arbitrarily. EDF is not optimal, so tasks may miss their deadlines. It has been shown, however, that deadline tardiness under EDF is bounded [5, 16] . Additionally, jobs may be optionally and arbitrarily early released under EDF, as in Pfair scheduling, with no additional tardiness penalties. For EDF, we will denote the j th job of a task T as T j .
Spread-Cognizant Scheduling
In describing our method, we consider PD 2 and EDF separately.
Method Applied to PD

2
In general, we will use X to denote the spread guarantee we seek to establish. For PD 2 , X is defined as follows, where W max = max T ∈τ wt(T ), and T can be any task (including a task corresponding to a thread of an MTT).
We describe our method as additional rules for PD 2 . We assume we are working with an (X − 1)-shifted schedule (or alternately, that subtasks can miss their deadlines by up to X − 1 quanta-see Fig. 3(d) ). Three rules are required:
• Urgent Tasks. When subtask T i is scheduled, where task T corresponds to a thread within some MTT R, and T is the first thread in R whose i th subtask is scheduled, each subtask U i , where U is also a thread of R and U = T , is flagged "urgent" until it is also scheduled.
• Early-Release Eligibility. A non-urgent subtask T j at time t is "early-release eligible" at t if all of the following hold:
e., time t is within X − 1 slots of the actual release time of subtask T j ).
(ii) All subtasks T k of T , where k < j, have already been scheduled prior to time t. (iii) |U| + |H| < M, where, at time t, U is the set of eligible urgent subtasks, and H is the set of non-urgent eligible subtasks T k , where r(T k ) ≤ t, such that each subtask in H has higher priority than at least one subtask in U. Note that tasks in H are (by definition) not early-release eligible at time t. (iv) Subtask T j is one of the e = M − (|U| + |H|) highest-priority subtasks at time t satisfying (i) and (ii) above.
A subtask T j that is urgent at time t is "early-release eligible" at time t if conditions (i) and (ii) hold for it.
• Priorities. Eligible subtasks (early released or not) are scheduled using the same priority rules as in PD 2 . In the case of a tie, urgent subtasks have higher priority, with the MTT identity used as a tie-break. (This ensures that MTTs achieve the lowest possible spread when nothing in the PD 2 priority rules would prevent it.)
These rules are illustrated in Fig. 5 . For simplicity, we have assumed here that early releases occur by one slot instead of as implied by (2) . With regular PD 2 (inset (a)), the task set achieves maximum spreads of two and six for MTTs 1 and 2, respectively. Our rules reduce the spread of MTT 2 to two (inset (b)), without changing the spread of MTT 1. This reduction happens because at time 5 in (b), the 1/10-weight task not scheduled at that time in (a) is favored over the 3/5-weight tasks by the Urgent Tasks rule. Note that the Early-Release Eligibility rule only allows one of the 3/5-weight subtasks released at time 6 to become early-release eligible at time 5. Note also that, if the task set included some additional tasks of weight 1/10 that were eligible at time 5, the Priorities rule would ensure that the urgent subtask was scheduled first, and MTT 2 would still have a spread of two.
In an appendix, we prove the following.
Theorem 1 If PD 2 is modified as described above, subtasks are early-release eligible X − 1 quanta before their actual release times, and all task threads in the same MTT have the same weight, then the spread of any MTT is no greater than X as defined in (2).
Removing the "same-weight" restriction. Define two subtasks as being equivalent if they have equal releases and deadlines (as defined by (1)) and PD 2 tie-breaks. Then, the essence of the rules presented above is that, by exploiting early-release behavior, equivalent subtasks can be made to execute within a constrained time interval. all equivalent. However, if the threads of an MTT are of different weights, then this will no longer be the case. Nonetheless, many subtasks will share a common deadline and tie breaks-in particular, this will definitely be the case for the final subtask per job of each thread, and will likely be the case for some other subtasks as well. Such subtasks can be made to be "equivalent" as before, by defining their releases to be the same. Here, again, we can exploit early-release behavior, specifically, by defining the release of each subtask in a job of a thread to be the same as the first such subtask (though subtasks must still execute in sequence); the first subtask per job would be early released by X − 1 quanta, as before. With this change, we can offer the same spread guarantees as earlier, but we must alter the definition of spread slightly to account for the fact that two equivalent subtasks may have indices that differ significantly. We illustrate some of the nuances of this new spread definition by considering an example, shown in Fig. 6 . In this example, all tasks with period 10 are threads in the same MTT. We define the (early) release time of each subtask in a job to be the same, with the first being early released by one quantum. At time 1, subtasks T 1 , U 1 , and V 1 are scheduled; however, by our new definition of spread, this does not result in a spread of one. While U 1 and V 1 are clearly equivalent, T 1 is equivalent to neither subtask (because its deadline is at time 5, while U 1 and V 1 have a deadline at time 11). However, T 3 (not shown) is equivalent, as it has the same deadline and tie-breaks as U 1 and V 1 . Therefore, when T 2 is scheduled at time 2, the condition for a spread of two is met, as T 2 both precedes T 3 and is scheduled at time t + 1 or later, where t = 1.
Method Applied to EDF
T not scheduled in these slots In considering EDF, we initially assume (as before) that each of an MTT's threads has the same weight, and that spread is as defined in the introduction. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 below, a thread can execute for at most 2 · e max consecutive time units, as shown in Fig. 7 , which allows us to prove (in the appendix) the stated spread guarantee. Note that, in EDF, jobs become urgent, not subtasks. As an aside, recall that tasks scheduled by EDF may miss their deadlines by bounded amounts, as stated in Sec. 2.2. Any tardiness arising from our method (by choosing to not shift the schedule as required) would be added to the tardiness bound for EDF.
Theorem 2 Consider a task set τ for which tardiness is at most ∆ under EDF, and let
Non-preemptive EDF. In non-preemptive EDF, lowerpriority jobs can block higher-priority jobs for up to e max −1 time units. We already account for at least this level of disruption in most cases for preemptive EDF; however, additional disruption can occur because a thread can block other pending threads in its MTT. To account for this extra disruption, our spread guarantee must be increased by e max − 1 time units, i.e., to 3 · e max . Removing the "sameweight" restriction. In both variants of EDF, during each period, all jobs in the same MTT have the same release and deadline regardless of execution cost. Thus, referring back to our earlier discussion of PD 2 , such jobs are "equivalent." We can therefore re-define spread for EDF in the case where the "same-weight" restriction is removed, as we did for PD 2 , and with a few minor changes to the rules stated earlier, our results for both preemptive and non-preemptive EDF still hold.
The new definition of spread k is as follows: if a job T j of some thread T of the MTT is scheduled at time t, then for each thread U of the MTT, where job U j has not executed to completion, at least one time unit of execution of U j is scheduled in the interval [t, t + k). We can claim that at least one time unit of execution of U j is scheduled due to our earlier requirement that the size of our time unit is set such that all execution costs and periods are integral. Note that this definition of spread provides nearly the same opportunities for cache reuse as before.
As an example, consider Fig. 8 , which depicts the same task set considered earlier in Fig. 6 . We allow early releasing of all jobs by one time unit. At time 1, jobs T 1 , U 1 , and V 1 are scheduled and execute for one time unit. This results in a spread of one for this MTT, since all jobs were scheduled concurrently. When job T 1 next executes it will achieve a spread of "one" by default, since all jobs of other task threads in the MTT either will have not been released or have run to completion. Note that while this example is for preemptive EDF, the schedule would only change slightly for non-preemptive EDF and would result in the same spread.
Experimental Results
In this section, we assess the efficacy of our method in reducing spread and improving cache performance. With the exception of the last set of experiments below, the MTTs in our experiments have same-weight threads. Due to space constraints, we only consider PD 2 (though similar data could also be presented for EDF).
Spread reduction experiments. First, we randomly generated 50,000 task sets in several categories, and simulated the scheduling of these task sets on a four-core system. For each generated task set, we first allowed no early releasing and did not shift the schedule, and then allowed early releasing and shifted by X − 1 quanta, as in (2) . An upper bound of 1/3, 1/2, or 3/4 was enforced on task weights, depending on the experiment. Task periods varied from two (or three, if task weights could not exceed 1/3) to 50. All task sets fully utilized all four cores, and MTTs varied in size from two to four (the total number of cores). These constraints permitted the inclusion of task sets with a wide variety of task weights, including those with large periods (e.g., 50). The only types of tasks not included were tasks with weight exceeding 3/4. All simulations were run up to the task-set hyperperiod. Results are shown in Table 1 . As seen, our method always generates low average spreads (near one or two quanta), even lower than might be expected from the spread guarantees proved in Sec. 3. Note also that our method always prevents extremely high spreads, as shown in the boldface columns of Table 1 .
L2 Cache
Performance. We next demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in reducing L2 miss rates. We first estimated miss ratios for the same 50,000 task sets considered earlier using a simple (hand-coded) cache model. This model assumed a "best-case" scenario where the cache was fully associative. Each thread sequentially accessed 10,000 cache blocks, or 640K of memory, every quantum. The region of memory accessed was dependent on the subtaskequivalent subtasks of threads in the same MTT accessed the Figure 9 : Cache-miss ratios for PD 2 both (a) without and (b) with our method, using a simulated simple cache model. Each scatter plot represents the same 50,000 task sets from Table 1 same unique region of memory. Thus, the only opportunities for cache reuse existed when threads of the same MTT accessed the same region of memory. We assumed that the amount of data accessed per subtask is the same every quantum regardless of cache performance: if a task finishes early, the rest of the quantum is wasted. We further assumed that the L2 cache can hold exactly four working sets of data, and used an LRU replacement policy. Cache blocks that could be reused during the current quantum were reused before being replaced (an idealistic assumption). Cache blocks that were not reused were eventually replaced per the LRU policy. This admittedly simplistic cache model allowed all tasks to be scheduled up to the task-set hyperperiod, as done in the prior experiment. This was not possible with the experiments discussed below, where a very exact (but slow) computer-architecture simulator was used. The results of experiments conducted assuming our simple cache model, shown in Fig. 9 , are quite dramatic. Note that the best achievable cache-miss ratio for an MTT with N threads is 1/N , and most MTTs approach this miss ratio with our method.
We next ran more realistic and complex experiments by using the SESC Simulator [13] , which is capable of simulating a variety of multicore architectures. (Note that SESC executes actual task and scheduling code, and therefore scheduling, preemption, and migration costs were accounted for in these simulations.) In order to examine the benefits of our method per MTT, the simulator was modified so that each memory access could be "tagged" with a value indicating the MTT with which it was associated. The simulated architecture consisted of four cores, each with dedicated 16K L1 data (4-way set associative) and instruction (2-way set associative) caches with random and LRU replacement policies, respectively, and a shared 2048K 8-way set associative on-chip L2 cache with an LRU replacement policy. Each cache has a 64-byte line size. The memory access pattern of all threads remained the same as in the simpler experiments, and thus the L2 cache could hold approximately three working sets of data. Additionally, all threads in the same MTT start accessing memory regions from a different location, wrapping if necessary. This better utilizes the cache and prevents threads from proceeding in "lock step" while waiting for blocks to be loaded into the cache from main memory, resulting in virtually no cache benefit.
One application with such a memory-access pattern is parallel motion compensation search, which is the most compute-intensive part of MPEG-2 video encoding. Here, tasks access the same region of memory during the search but starting at different locations. Such an application might encode a video stream in real time on a frame-by-frame basis, and therefore would require (soft) real-time guarantees. Additionally, there would clearly be some benefit to co-scheduling tasks that are encoding the same frame (during the same quantum of computation).
In these experiments, we simulated 50 randomlygenerated task sets for 20 quanta (instead of up to the hyperperiod) assuming a 0.75-ms quantum. While the SESC Simulator is very accurate, it comes at the cost of being quite slow. Therefore, longer and more detailed results could not be obtained because of the length of time it took the simulations to run. In order to demonstrate the substantial impact of our method on MTTs with low-weight threads, we required all tasks to either have weight at most 1/4 or at least 3/4. (This creates opportunities for heavier tasks to disrupt lighter tasks in the same MTT.) Task periods varied from three to 100, and all task sets fully utilized all four cores as before, with MTTs varying in size from two to four. In all cases, we only early release by six quanta-we would need to early release by much more in order to make spread guarantees, but we can still see substantial benefits with limited early releasing. Results are shown in Fig. 10 . These realistic results, while not as dramatic, still demonstrate a significant benefit for lower-weight threads. Note the especially large benefit for MTTs of size three and four, where cache-miss ratios in the range of 50% to 75% decrease to at most 50% with few exceptions. Note also that opportunities for cache reuse are limited by our memory access pattern, and therefore all miss ratios are quite high. However, our method shows a substantial overall improvement with these task sets. Additionally, because an L2 miss incurs a time penalty up to two orders of magnitude greater than a hit, a relatively small miss-rate difference can impact performance significantly, as seen in [1] .
Removing the "same-weight" restriction. To evaluate our method when scheduling MTTs with threads of varying weights, we ran on SESC a task set with seven 1/2-weight tasks and one MTT containing four 4/41-weight threads (a prime period was desired for these experiments), allowing early releasing by one quantum. The setup was exactly the same as in the prior SESC experiments, except that a 4096K L2 cache was used, task sets were run for 50 quanta instead of 20 to accommodate the large periods of the MTT threads, and the region of memory accessed was unique to same-deadline jobs in each MTT, rather than equivalent subtasks. Our method resulted in a substantial decrease of the L2 miss rate for the MTT, from 85.59% to 42.82%. We then modified the weights of the tasks in the MTT so that they gradually diverged in different ways. As we did this, the benefit of our method decreased; however, it was still substantial. With thread execution costs of {1, 3, 5, 7} (evenly distributed), the miss-rate was reduced from 86.42% to 74.01%; with {1, 1, 1, 13} (equal small, one large), from 89.20% to 71.10%; with {1, 5, 5, 5} (equal large, one small), from 84.26% to 52.50%; with {1, 2, 3, 10} (multiple small, one large), from 88.70% to 76.67%; and with {1, 4, 5, 6} (multiple large, one small), from 85.74% to 72.44%. Note that we see less benefit for MTTs with fewer equal-weight threads.
Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a "spread-cognizant" scheduling method that decreases average and maximum spreads in both the PD 2 and global EDF scheduling algorithms. This method can be generalized to apply to any deadline-based global scheduling algorithm. We also presented an evaluation of our method that demonstrates its effectiveness in reducing spreads and lowering L2 miss rates. There are several directions for future work. First, we want to combine this scheduling method with the methods in [1] so that both the "encouragement" and "discouragement" of co-scheduling can be supported in the same system. Second, we wish to include support for critical sections and precedence constraints in our work. Third, we want to investigate further any potential for a trade-off between the early-release interval length and the spread we can guarantee. Fourth, we would like to showcase our method by using it within applications on a real multicore system. Finally, the execution cost of a task is strongly dependent on its cache performance, which may depend on the spread guarantees made for its MTT. Those guarantees are, in turn, a function of task weights, and thus execution costs. Thus, there appears to be a "chicken and egg" problem that we need to investigate further. Timing analysis on multicore platforms is still in its infancy, and is a non-trivial area of future work upon which our work depends; however, if a timing analysis tool for multicore architectures were developed that could determine the execution cost of a task given the spread guarantees of the task set, then we may be able to avoid the "chicken and egg" problem by performing timing analysis for all tasks in the task set assuming a certain spread guarantee. If the execution costs calculated would guarantee such a spread, then the timing analysis is valid and we can assume the execution costs calculated are correct; otherwise, we can repeat the attempt with another spread guarantee. Naturally, as lower spreads imply lower Note that if U and U are from the same MTT, and U i is scheduled at t but U i could not be scheduled at t, then either U i 's predecessor is scheduled at t, or U i is not among the M highest-priority subtasks selected for execution. Since we assume that all threads of an MTT have equal weight, by the Priorities rule, there is at most one MTT for which the latter could have happened. Thus, we have the following.
(PH) Set H contains threads from at most one MTT, and these threads have lower priority than the lowestpriority thread in set G at time t.
• Set I: includes each task T not in sets G or H. Set I contains disjoint subsets I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 , defined as follows.
(i) T ∈ I 1 iff T is scheduled at time t, but not within [t + 1, t + X). (ii) T ∈ I 2 iff T is not scheduled at t, but is within [t + 1, t + X). (iii) T ∈ I 3 iff T is scheduled at t and within [t+1, t+ X). If G 2 ∪ H 2 is empty, then perfect parallelism is achieved for any subtasks from MTTs scheduled at time t. Thus, we assume:
(PE) G 2 ∪ H 2 is non-empty.
In our proof, we assume there is a spread violation, which implies that t defined next exists, and then derive a contradiction.
Definition 1: t is the latest time at which any pending subtask of a thread in G 2 ∪H 2 is scheduled, where t ≥ t+X.
We assume the following for any task T in either I 2 or I 3 .
(PI) A subtask of T has equal or higher priority than at least one pending subtask of a thread in G 2 ∪ H 2 at some time u in the interval [t + 1, t + 1).
Otherwise, by the Priorities rule and Def. 1, T could not be scheduled until all pending subtasks of threads in G 2 ∪ H 2 were scheduled, and we would not need to account for T in our proof.
Task allocations over an interval. For any subset α ∈ {G 1 , G 2 , H 1 , H 2 , I 2 , I 3 }, we define A X (α) to be the maximum number of subtasks T k of any one task T ∈ α, where k > 0, scheduled over the interval [t + 1, t + X). A t (α) is similarly defined with respect to [t + 1, t + 1), except that subtasks scheduled at time t with priority lower than any pending subtask of a thread in G 2 ∪ H 2 also scheduled at that time are not counted, as such subtasks do not interfere with the scheduling of any pending subtask. By Def. 1, we have the following.
(PT) For any α, A t (α) ≥ A X (α). Free processor allocations. The number of "free" processor allocations, F , available for pending subtasks of tasks in G 2 ∪ H 2 over the interval [t + 1, t + X) is given by subtracting from (X − 1) · M the maximum number of allocations to tasks in other groups, and the additional allocations (over the first) that may be made to tasks in G 2 ∪ H 2 before all pending subtasks in G 2 
The next lemma follows almost directly from the EarlyRelease Eligibility rule, and thus is stated without proof. 
Lemma 2 Suppose subtask T i is released in the interval
